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Compliance Based Safety
vs. 

Behavior Based Safety
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Compliance Based Safety 

 Compliance Based Safety is approach comply 
with all the rules and regulations set fourth.

 It is founded on the premise that most accidents 
are caused by not following the regulations.
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What is Behavior Based Safety

 Behavioral Based Safety is approach to applying 
behavioral phycology to encourage safety in the 
workplace.

 It is founded on the premise that most accidents 
are caused by behaviors.
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Behavior Based Safety Pyramid 



Why behavior-based safety?

 Reflects a proactive 
approach to safety and 
health management

 Reflects a proactive 
approach to injury 
prevention
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Goal of behavior-based safety

 Take a workplace or workforce from “having 
to work safely” to “wanting to work safely”

 Influence and manage our behaviors

 Change unsafe/at-risk behaviors



Implementation phases of BBS

 Phase 1 - assess the safety culture

 Phase 2 - educate and train team leaders/project 
managers

 Phase 3 - educate and train employees about the 
principles, tools, and implementation strategies

 Phase 4 – monitor the progress
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BBS -Tools

 Coaching

 Stop Work Authority (SWA)

 Task Assessment

 Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
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BBS -Tools

 Observations

 Near Miss/Incident

 Investigation

 Stewardship
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Determining root causes and contributing 
factors

 Knowledge/skill/training

 Operating procedures

 Communication

 Complacency

 Short cutting

 Leadership accountability  

 Equipment/tools access

 Equipment-design flaw

 Natural phenomenon

 Human error
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Monitor the Progress

 What areas can we improve

 Observation

 Near Misses

 Incidents
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Principles of behavior-based safety

 Reflects a proactive approach to injury 
prevention

 Apply the scientific method to improve 
intervention

 Focus on positive consequences to motivate 
behavior to contribute to injury prevention

 Focuses on at-risk behaviors that can lead to 
injury
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Principles of behavior-based safety

 Focus intervention on observable behavior

 Look for external factors to 
understand/improve behaviors

 Direct with activators and motivate with 
consequences
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